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PART ONE
Of Interest

CHAPTER ONE
Kinsey

Kinsey Snyder wasn’t a particularly interesting nine-year-old
boy. Maybe this was because he didn’t seem to have any real
interests. He didn’t have a favorite musical group, book, super
hero, movie or even television show. He didn’t belong to any
clubs or teams. He didn’t sing either solo or in a choir, act in any
plays, or play any musical instruments. He didn’t participate in
class or, really even recess for that matter, and he didn’t have any
true friends. Instead, he lived a relatively lonely life of selfimposed inaccessibility.
Kinsey even looked ordinary. He was of about average height
for his age, just slightly over-weight, and appeared a little bit on
the sloppy side. He even wore neutral colors and on the rare
occasion that his clothes included any patterns, they were quite
subtle. At some point in the not-too-distant past, Kinsey had
simply stopped caring about the way he looked and it showed,
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but only slightly. If it showed too much, that would be interesting.
Instead, nothing Kinsey said or did ever really stood out. And,
nothing he chose to keep hidden ever really stood out either. No,
Kinsey Snyder most definitely was not interesting.
Of course, this wasn’t the way Kinsey wished his life to be.
It just so happened that this is the way it was. He wanted friends
but he was too afraid to make them. He knew many of the
answers to the questions his teacher asked but was too worried
that if he finally raised his hand he would somehow say it wrong
and be laughed at by the other kids. He wished he knew how to
play the guitar but, he didn’t want to ask his parents for lessons
because then they would know if it turned out he wasn’t any
good. He wanted to be athletic but he was terrified that if he
played at recess, he would be picked last when everyone was
divided into teams. Then, in order to make the situation even
worse, his deep fear was that he would prove all of them right for
doing so by dropping the ball or throwing it to the wrong team
or some other stupid thing. So, it had become easier for Kinsey
to just not try. Not trying had recently developed into a theme
for his entire life.
Although Kinsey didn’t realize it yet, not trying is worse than
failing. Failure is a chance to learn how to succeed. Not trying is
the acceptance of a life where success will never be possible. He
had no way of knowing, but soon Kinsey would find himself in a
4
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situation where he would have to change course and try
something bigger than anything he’d ever been faced with - even
bigger than anything he’d ever imagined. And, the stakes
associated with both success and failure in the situation Kinsey
would soon be facing would affect the rest of his life. In fact, that
unforeseen situation would put that very future at risk. Kinsey
was about to face an unimaginable matter of life or death that
would change everything he had ever known.
Until then, however, Kinsey would continue to live an
isolated life of self-defeat. On that rare occasion when someone
did ask him to play something, Kinsey would just shake his head
as if silently saying “No, thank you.” Because of this, people had
mostly stopped asking.
Similarly, if his teacher called on him, Kinsey would merely
shrug his shoulders as if silently telling her “I don’t know the
answer” – even though he probably did. As a result, Mrs. Shilley
had stopped calling on him in order to protect him from
embarrassment. She had talked to his parents, tried to talk to him
and even tried to get him to talk to the school counselor. So far,
nothing had even remotely improved the situation. For all intents
and purposes, by not trying at anything else, Kinsey was
subconsciously trying to make himself invisible – and he was
doing a pretty good job of it.
Having essentially withdrawn from the world and into
5
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himself, Kinsey Snyder had become almost completely silent in
the presence of anyone other than the person solely responsible
for keeping his sanity alive: his sister. The otherwise silent life
that Kinsey had chosen to lead was stirring up some strong
emotions. Emotions are powerful forces, capable of destroying
lives or saving them, generating peace and grace or causing fights
and even wars.
Emotions can only stay bottled up for so long. The
consistent choice to stay silent meant that emotions had been
building inside of Kinsey like lava in a volcano for quite some
time and it wouldn’t be long before they just had to erupt out of
him.
But, for now, Kinsey sat in the back of the classroom in his
chair with a desk attached to it, which made it immobile and
totally uncomfortable. In fact, if Kinsey had been a more
imaginative boy, he might have pictured it being made in a
dungeon by a bitter old man who hated children and wanted to
find ways to slowly torture them. As much as he hated that
chair/desk combination, however, Kinsey’s mind was elsewhere
as he found himself staring at the clock – silently and without
drawing any attention to himself whatsoever, of course.
As was usual at the end of the school day, Kinsey had nearly
forgotten there were even other kids in the room and had
completely tuned the teacher out. Mrs. Shilley had started to re6
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cap the day, as if he and his forgotten classmates hadn’t already
experienced it with her, but Kinsey didn’t hear a word of it.
Instead, he had turned his attention to the second hand on the
clock above the whiteboard. He followed it with a slight headnod like someone jamming to the beat of his favorite song
flowing out of a set of headphones that only he could hear.
Kinsey, however, was simply counting down the seconds until
the final bell, the bell that announced his freedom.
To him, that bell somehow sounded different than the other
bells that he heard throughout the day. The first bell, the one that
began the school day, was absolutely the worst. But, then they
somehow improved as the day progressed. The final bell actually
managed to sound chipper, genuinely happy even, like a bird
fresh from slumber stepping up onto the edge of its nest and
bending its legs while raising its wings, ready to take flight. To
Kinsey, it was a glorious sound. So, counting the seconds until he
heard that magnificent ring had become a habit starting sometime
the year before.
Maybe it was because he was happy to be done with the
school day. Maybe it was because he was going home where he
could sit in his room and not be bothered. But, more than likely,
it was because it announced his favorite part of the day: his walk
home with the only person he ever really wanted to talk to. She
was his very favorite person in the entire world and, luckily, the
7
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one who was always waiting for him when he got out of school.
She was his older sister Tatum and, unlike Kinsey, she was very
interesting.

8

CHAPTER TWO
Tatum

What made Tatum Snyder so interesting wasn’t some magical
power or incredible talent. Nor was it a long list of awards or
accomplishments. She wasn’t even particularly creative or
inventive. She was, however, quite inspirational. The old saying
about people who are handed lemons by life but somehow
manage to make lemonade, described Tatum in a nutshell.
Tatum was smack dab in the middle of most of the same
trials and misfortunes that Kinsey was. But, her ability to face
reality head-on made her quite different from her younger
brother. And, it showed in nearly everything that she did.
Tatum actually liked school and she had always
demonstrated it by participating both in class and on the
playground. She never watched the clock the way Kinsey did
9
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because she was genuinely engaged in whatever the teacher was
saying. Not that Tatum didn’t enjoy their after-school walk home
together but, school was much more fun than being at home,
especially since she had finally advanced to junior high this year.
Not surprisingly, she had embraced her new surroundings,
and all of the challenges they provided, with grit and enthusiasm.
Her good grades remained steady as always and she loved the fact
that she was given the opportunity to learn from five teachers
each day instead of just the one per year in elementary school.
Furthermore, she had managed to hold on to her old friends
while, at the same time, making new ones.
Also in contrast to her younger brother, Tatum took pride in
the way she looked and, had therefore taken on a nearly regal
appearance. She got up early in the morning and spent time
choosing and then ironing her clothes, fixing her hair just the way
she wanted it, and even applying just a hint of make-up.
Being the mature, reliable girl that she was, Tatum had begun
to take over a lot of motherly responsibilities since her mom had
decided to start selling houses. She did some of the household
chores and often ordered dinner from one of the local restaurants
that delivered. But, the main thing Tatum had taken over was
caring for Kinsey. She made sure he was ready for school in the
morning, helped him with his homework at night, and with pretty
much everything else he was supposed to do in between.
10
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Tatum would have enjoyed more free time to be social and
possibly even join one of the sports teams at her school but, for
the most part, she was okay with the role she had taken on at
home. Someone had to do it. Truth be known, she believed the
job belonged to one of her parents. Likely, her mom since it had
been hers to begin with. Her mom had never officially quit, but
she had slowly stopped doing the job and someone needed to
pick up the slack. Tatum was there to do it. Sure, there was a bit
of resulting frustration with her mother hidden underneath
Tatum’s calm and collected exterior but such was life and Tatum
embraced it with the same vigor that she embraced everything
else.
That kind of responsibility might be too much for most
twelve year-old girls but Tatum was not like most twelve year-old
girls. She was stable, healthy, and didn’t suffer from wide mood
swings. She was the kind of girl who recognized problems,
generated options, made choices, and followed through. While
Kinsey had turned into a human tortoise, hiding in his shell,
Tatum had transformed into a human cheetah, sprinting with
purpose. That is what made Tatum Snyder so interesting.
Her life wasn’t ideal, but she had the aptitude to make the
most of the way things were. Instead of grumbling about the time
she spent taking care of her brother when she could be hanging
out with her friends, she enjoyed his company and put the energy
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she would have wasted grumbling into making sure she took care
of him the best that she possibly could.
On this day and at this hour, Tatum found herself where she
usually did. Her school let out twenty minutes earlier than her
brother’s. So, she would gather the things she was taking home,
walk two blocks to the elementary school, sit on the front steps
below the branches of the tall maple tree, and read.
She had recently been assigned to read A Wrinkle in Time by
Madeleine L’Engle. It was no trouble getting into the characters
in the book because it involved a girl and her little brother, to
which Tatum could easily relate, even though the characters were
quite different from Kinsey and herself. In the story, a stranger
had appeared at their door claiming to have been blown off
course and then explained that there was such a thing as a wrinkle
in space and time called a tesseract and it was through this wrinkle
that they could travel on a quest to find their father who had been
missing for more than a year. Tatum was thrilled by the adventure
and thankful for the selection made by her English teacher, Mrs.
Chadwick. She could hardly wait to see where the story took her.
Therefore, as she sat in the shade provided by the large maple
tree, she reached into her school bag, dug around until she found
the book, pulled it out, opened it to her bookmark and began to
read. She had to move quickly because the school bell would be
ringing shortly and she knew from experience that Kinsey would
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be at her side only moments later.
She looked forward to seeing her little brother but she also
treasured the opportunity to read quietly. Reading itself was a
wonderful escape for Tatum but this was also a moment to
herself, a break from the chaos of everyday life in this world but,
more specifically, from the chaos that existed in the Snyder
family. This was a moment of peace and calm. It was a brief
moment but one that Tatum looked forward to every single day.
Tatum could have chosen to catch up on any homework
during this moment but she very nearly always chose to read the
novels that she had been assigned in her English class. The rare
exception was when she had a test the next day in a subject where
she didn’t feel she otherwise had enough time to be fully
prepared. On any other day, this was always a moment when she
could enjoy the relaxation of dipping into the pages of a great
story.
Just as the children in A Wrinkle in Time were about to be
transported to another planet, that annoying school bell rang and
Tatum was forced to slide her bookmark back in between the
pages where she left off, stuff the book back into her school bag,
zip the bag closed, and stand ready to greet her brother.
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CHAPTER THREE
Just Kids

For Kinsey, the final school bell was a personal symbol of
liberty. As such, when it began to ring, it started the fastest
movement of his day. The habitually slow-moving nine-year-old
boy could snap his book shut or gather his papers and have
everything in his backpack, with no need to stop at his locker,
and be on his way out the classroom door before the ringing
stopped. He was almost always the first person to exit the
building. Not because he prided himself on it or found some
sense of achievement in it, but because he couldn’t wait to get to
the one moment in each day where he actually felt just a hint of
joy.
For Tatum, the same bell ended the most tranquil few
minutes she had in a day. She barely had enough time to pack
back up and get to her feet as her focus shifted from relaxation
to Kinsey. But, for her, human cheetah mode was always in full
15
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effect.
Therefore, as they met up in their usual spot at the bottom
of the Ronald Reagan Elementary School front steps to begin
their journey home, their easy conversation immediately kicked
into gear.
“Hey, buddy,” Tatum greeted Kinsey. “How was your day?”
The sky looked as though God had poured out a giant
container of the deepest blue paint in the universe and then
cranked the sun’s intensity up to the maximum setting to make
sure no one missed it. Only, Kinsey was so focused on seeing his
sister, he actually failed to notice.
“Okay,” Kinsey responded with a shrug. “How was yours?”
“Good,” Tatum said. “I got an A- on my science test. How’d
you do on your math quiz?”
“B,” Kinsey responded a bit sheepishly.
“Not too bad,” Tatum said, trying to encourage him. “We’ll
keep working on it. Long division confused me a little in fourth
grade, too. Plus, Mrs. Shilley is a stickler for making you show
your work.”
“No kidding,” Kinsey said as he cracked a slight smile,
appreciating his sister’s support, and they walked in silence for a
moment until the smile faded. It happened just as they turned the
corner at Orchard Avenue and started down Strawberry Street.
This was the landmark they reached each school day where
16
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Kinsey realized that they would be home sooner than he wanted
to be. Not wanting to be either at school or at home, he wished
that walk could last a bit longer. In fact, if he had the option of
gaining a magical power, he’d choose the one that would allow
him to stretch those streets out until blocks became miles just to
make that walk last an hour or two. That longer walk would be
enough to make the whole day worth his while.
Noticing Kinsey’s faded smile, Tatum tried to keep the
conversation going. “What kind of homework do you have?”
“Math, geography, and spelling.”
“Need me to quiz you on anything?”
“Maybe spelling and geography,” Kinsey thought out loud,
“but not until later. Like, after dinner. So I can try to get it down
myself first. Then maybe you can help me figure out the new
math stuff after that.”
“Okay,” she responded as she scheduled the evening in her
head. “We can do it around seven or seven-thirty then.”
“Sure,” Kinsey agreed. Another moment of silence allowed
Kinsey’s mind to drift back to where they were heading. “Think
mom’s home?” he finally asked.
“Doubtful,” Tatum responded. “I heard her on the phone
this morning saying something about an open house. I’m sure
she’ll be home by dinner though. Those things are usually over
by four. Especially when they have them on weekdays instead of
17
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weekends or evenings.”
“About the same time as dad then,” Kinsey said before laying
on the sarcasm. “Great. Let the games begin.”
Tatum looked at her brother, sympathetically, as he stared at
the sidewalk in front of his shuffling feet. She felt the pain, too.
She had just been born with a little better equipment with which
to handle it. She decided to try and make a joke out of it by saying,
“They do almost make a sport out of it, don’t they? Like a couple
of Olympians.”
“More like gladiators,” Kinsey insisted.
“You’re right,” Tatum agreed as she realized this was
something no one could really make a joke out of. “More like
gladiators.”
They stopped out in front of their house and Kinsey watched
as Tatum opened the mailbox and pulled the mail out. He was
deep in thought and working the courage up to ask a big question.
“Do you think they’re going to get a divorce?” Kinsey finally
blurted out.
“Maybe,” Tatum responded. “I hope not. But, the way things
have been going lately, I don’t know. They only seem to be
getting worse.”
“Yeah,” Kinsey sadly agreed. They walked toward the front
door while Kinsey collected the courage to get the next question
out. Finally, as Tatum dug her keys out of the side pocket of her
18
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school bag and used them to unlock the door, he did. “What’ll
happen to us if they do?”
“Hey,” Tatum blurted out as she pushed the door open and
pulled her keys back out of the lock. She turned and grabbed
Kinsey by both shoulders so she could look him in the eyes.
“Nothing will ever separate us.”
“But, what if we don’t have a choice? We’re just kids.”
“We always have a choice and I will always choose you.”
“What about courts and lawyers and judges and all of that
stuff? We can’t do anything about that,” Kinsey exclaimed with
tears in his eyes.
“There’s always a way,” Tatum reassured him. “Even if we
got separated temporarily, we’ll always find a way to wind up back
together. I promise. Okay?”
“Okay,” said Kinsey, feeling just a little better.
“Now get upstairs and do your homework,” she told him.
“I’ll bring dinner up when it’s ready and then you’ll have about
an hour left to prepare for the hot seat.”
“Hot seat?”
“Yeah, the hot seat. My quizzing you on spelling and
geography.”
“Oh, right.”
“So get going,” Tatum said as they stepped inside and she
shut the door behind them.
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Kinsey, back to his more typical speed, walked slowly up the
stairs as Tatum set her bag down and started flipping through the
mail. She quickly realized that there was really nothing of
importance to her. Of course, her mind wasn’t really on the mail
anyway. She was more focused on the promise she had made to
her brother. She had promised him that nothing would keep
them apart and she meant it with every fiber of her being.
However, neither of them could possibly understand just
how hard that promise would be to keep and that the forces
working against them were far greater than anything that had ever
crossed their minds. The burst of emotion that would finally soon
spew out of Kinsey would bring about circumstances they
couldn’t possibly foresee. In fact, no one in the Snyder family was
aware of how difficult things were about to get and the least
suspecting member was the most distracted person: Tatum and
Kinsey’s mother, Jill.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Jill

Although every bit as physically, fashionably, and mentally
put together as her daughter, Jill Snyder’s life had always been full
of distractions. She started out as Jill Wagner but met Grant
Snyder in high school. She was a cheerleader and he played
football and basketball so, she fell in love watching him play his
sports and hanging out with him after the games.
He wasn’t the best player out there but, he was pretty good
and she could tell it was primarily because he labored so hard at
it. His good looks and natural charm didn’t hurt, but that strong
work ethic was the first quality that captivated her. After all, she
was a hard worker, too. Good grades were very important to Jill
and, although she was naturally bright, she put in the over-time
to ensure she remained among the top students in her class.
A strong drive, however, was one of the very few qualities
that Jill and Grant had in common. In fact, the many ways in
which they proved that opposites definitely do attract were far
21
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greater in number. She was a girly-girl and embodied everything
that came with it while he was about as manly as a teenage boy
could be.
Grant was Jill’s first major distraction.
They went to college together intending to get married as
soon as they graduated but, they were so in love with each other
that they decided they couldn’t wait that long. Toward the end of
their freshman year, they began to plan a wedding and got
married the summer after their sophomore year.
They both intended to finish school but, half way through
their junior year, Jill found out that she was already pregnant with
Tatum. This was a terrifying and yet thrilling time for them. The
thought of having their own family was a source of intense
excitement and joy.
They spent countless hours talking about what they loved
about the families they grew up in and what traditions they
wanted to continue. For example, Jill had grown up driving nearly
four hours to get to a lake on the other side of the Cascade
Mountain Range where her family spent a week every summer.
Lake Chelan was a tradition she absolutely wanted to continue.
Grant had no problem with that and they had every intention of
keeping that up.
They also spent a significant amount of time discussing the
things they were adamant about doing differently. For example,
22
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Jill had a father whom she loved dearly. He was a good man and
a hard worker. It’s probably the genetic gene pool from which
she got her drive. However, that drive caused him to miss a lot
of birthdays and recitals when she was growing up. That was
something she and Grant intended to do differently. They were
determined that they would always have time for each other and
for both the child they were having and any additional children
they eventually had. She was determined that, that priority was
going to be a new and improved tradition in the family she and
Grant were creating together.
Although the responsibility of having a brand new human
being who was completely dependent on them for their every
single need scared both Jill and Grant like crazy, the fear was
outweighed by the adventure of it all. And, they were determined
to make it a great adventure.
Kids were Jill’s second major distraction.
Love and family are two of the best kinds of distractions
people can experience. Unfortunately, not all distractions are
positive.
After eight or nine years of being a terrific wife and a
wonderful mother, Jill began to experience doubts about her
adequacy as a woman. She looked up to women with great careers
as positive role models and she started wondering if she had sold
herself short by not finishing college and starting a career.
23
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Life is made up of choices and the consequences, either
positive or negative, of those choices. Jill choosing to love Grant
resulted in the addition of even more love to her life in the form
of a husband and children. That was a good choice and a positive
consequence.
However, distractions, like life, come with choices and
consequences. While creating a family resulted in positive
consequences, Jill had entered a time in her life when many of
her major choices were resulting in negative consequences. And,
unfortunately, she was not their only victim.
Doubt was her third major distraction.
As the doubts snowballed and began to take control of Jill’s
life, she tried to fix them by volunteering for charities, taking
classes, and eventually, getting her real estate broker’s license.
Choosing to better one’s self is a noble thing but ignoring existing
responsibilities because you’ve decided to add new ones can
create a dump truck full of problems. In other words, Jill’s newly
self-imposed distractions began to crowd the original ones out of
her life, which ultimately made things more difficult for her
because she was losing sight of the positive distractions she once
cherished.
These new distractions often led to fights with Grant and
made both Tatum and Kinsey feel ignored. The more Jill did
things solely for herself, the more unsettled her family became.
24
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And, the more unsettled, and therefore unhappy, the family
became, the more she resented them for not letting her be who
she wanted to be.
However, without realizing it had happened, she had become
a lot like her dad. Like him, she was a good person. But, also like
him, she had become so driven that she was missing out on a very
important part of life.
In fact, while she mentally justified her actions by the fact
that she made it to every birthday, she was no longer as present
as she told herself she was. She often went outside to make or
take phone calls in the middle of cake and ice cream or the
opening of gifts. And, the tradition of going to Lake Chelan
started to fade, when Jill decided she didn’t have time for a
vacation because summer was the busy season for residential real
estate. Chelan was something her dad had never missed. This
meant that, in some ways, she had become an even worse version
of something she had once vowed not to tolerate in her own
family.
So, there she was, a real estate agent with a family at home
who didn’t even realize how good she was at it. And, she really
was good. She had always been a flirtatious woman and it
benefited her in her new occupation. Let’s face it, when a couple
bought a house, the woman typically had to be the most
impressed with it but, the house itself was pretty much out of
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Jill’s control. The ability to boost the man’s ego, however, was
within Jill’s control and she was excellent at doing it in a tactful
way that didn’t threaten the man’s wife. This came in very handy.
After all, the man was often the one signing the check. And, today
she got one step closer to a very big check.
As she pulled into her driveway, she was completely focused
on all of the little things that had to be done in the next twentyfour hours in order to ensure that this deal closed the next day at
2:00 p.m. She turned the ignition off, gathered up all of her things
from inside the car, and rushed into the house without so much
as a thought about seeing her family or the fact that dinner-time
was looming.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Matriarchs

Both the side-by-side refrigerator and freezer doors were
open wide as Tatum went back and forth between the two,
rummaging through the various condiments, both regular and
decaffeinated frozen coffee beans, breads of nearly every kind,
random one-offs like key lime pie flavored yogurt and an orange,
three different types of ice cream and about a half dozen flavors
of popsicles – about a third of which were badly freezer burned.
There’s quite a bit here, she thought as she heard the sound of her
mother’s arrival coming from the garage. But none of it adds up to
an actual meal. I’ll be flipping through take-out menus in five… four…
three… two…
Hurriedly entering the kitchen, Jill was immediately greeted
by Tatum who popped her head out of the cool air and closed
the freezer door. “Hey. Just in time.”
“Yeah?” Jill asked as she walked right past her daughter,
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paying a minimal amount of attention. “What am I just in time
for, honey?”
“Figuring out dinner,” Tatum said as she closed the
refrigerator door. “I was just hunting for any and all available
leftovers.”
“What’d you find?” Jill asked.
“Nothing that works,” Tatum groaned. “That’s why you’re
just in time to rescue us from certain starvation.”
Jill walked back over to Tatum as she dug through her wallet.
Finally, she found what she was looking for and handed it to
Tatum. “Wish granted,” she said.
“What’s this?” Tatum inquired, knowing the answer but
asking just to hear her mom’s response anyway. She took the
white credit card and then watched her mom turn to leave.
“Dinner,” Jill responded. “Order something and have it
delivered. Just make sure there’s plenty for all four of us. I’ll be
in my office. I have a ton of work to do.”
What else is new? Tatum thought sarcastically to herself as she
attempted to keep a feeling of bitterness from settling into her
heart. She couldn’t keep it out completely though. A dash
sprinkled its way in every night around this time.
As promised, Jill disappeared into her office completely
unaware of just how routine this scenario had become. It wasn’t
that Jill disliked her family or didn’t want to spend time with her
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kids. It was that a bitterness of her own had seeped into her heart
in response to the resentment she felt from her family for the
decision she had made to go back to work. It made her more
determined to show how good she was at her new job because
she thought that they might actually begin to understand and
appreciate what she was doing if she could just prove that she
was doing it well. This determination made her blind to the effect
she was having. The more distant she became, the worse the
situation got. The worse the situation got, the more determined
she became. And, although she was not aware of it, the more
determined she became, the more distant she got – starting the
blind downward spiral all over again.
Tatum, on the other hand, was very aware as she went to the
kitchen drawer near the phone and started digging through a
ridiculously large stack of take out menus just as she had silently
predicted she would be doing.
Tatum, of course, would have preferred for things to be quite
different. She loved the idea of cooking something with her
mom. Kinsey could even join them if he wanted to – which he
probably wouldn’t. Her mom used to cook all of the time when
she and Kinsey were younger and she was very good at it. They
had yummy homemade meals four or five times a week back
then. Tatum’s personal favorite was her mom’s homemade clam
chowder. At this point, Tatum would have happily settled for one
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or two nights a week. Heck, the clam chowder could even come
from a can for all she cared. Any other version of dinner at home
would’ve been better than this one.
Or, instead of cooking, the four of them could even go out
to eat together at a real sit-down restaurant. Of course, for that
to be enjoyable, her parents would have to get along. Or, at least
be civil. Heck, they wouldn’t even have to talk to one another to
make it a far more desirable situation than her current reality. But,
this was the way things were.
Reality was Tatum putting dinner together each night from
groceries her mom brought home or the previous night’s
leftovers. Or, even more common was ordering something to be
delivered. Once in a great while, one of her parents brought
something home from a fast food restaurant. But, that was rare
because they had convinced themselves that take out was a
healthier option. While that might technically be true for the
body, Tatum was smart enough to know that this wasn’t any
healthier for their minds or their souls. The truth is her reality
was also a house where it seemed like she and Kinsey were the
only two people who really talked to one another. Unfortunately,
there was absolutely no sign of her reality changing any time
soon.
So, she continued flipping through the menus. She skipped
all of the pizza places because she was sick-to-death of pizza,
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which six months ago she never would have thought was even
possible. Pizza had always been a favorite in the Snyder house.
Of course, to make things more complicated, they all liked
different kinds. Her dad was a straight up pepperoni man. Just
pepperoni wasn’t enough for her brother, however, who liked a
full-on meat extravaganza. Her mom liked the fancier stuff on
her pizza pies like spinach, basil, garlic chunks, artichoke hearts,
and white sauce. Tatum, on the other hand, could handle any of
it but her favorite was a Hawaiian style pizza with Canadian
bacon and pineapple. Maybe some red onion and red pepper
flakes just to spice things up and add a little color to the pie.
Everyone had their own unique favorites, but pizza in and of
itself was a common ground for the Snyders. Unfortunately, she
was burned out on all of it at that point, common ground or not.
What she really wanted right then was Mexican food, but she
didn’t know of a Mexican restaurant that delivered. Might not be a
bad idea for a business later on down the road, she thought to herself.
Tacos To Go or, Burritos On The Run. Burritos On The Run would
probably get made fun of. People would call us Burritos Give You The Runs,
she chuckled quietly. Tacos To Go it is.
Finally, she landed on a menu she hadn’t ordered from in a
while. She pulled it out, placed it on the counter, and started
scanning the items while considering everyone and their assorted
taste buds.
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The hungriest member of the family was also the pickiest.
Additionally, he was perhaps the only person more sensitive to
and more disturbed by the family’s routine than Tatum and
Kinsey. He was the pepperoni pizza-loving family patriarch,
Grant.
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CHAPTER SIX
Grant

‘The Brick’ - that was Grant Snyder’s nickname from early in
his childhood. Almost everyone, including his parents, still called
him ‘The Brick’. His immediate family was the one exception. Jill
was the only one who called him Grant and both Tatum and
Kinsey, of course, called him ‘Dad.’
His average height, coupled with the athletic build he still
sported at almost 40 years of age made for a good-looking, stocky
framed man who dressed well because he felt he should as a
businessman, not because he wanted to.
The nickname, however, was not simply the result of his
stocky build. Grant was always a rough-housing, activity-loving,
tough-guy. He loved sports, cars, and being outdoors. He was
ambitious, audacious, and strong-willed, qualities which served
him well. He excelled in sports because of his hard work rather
than some God-given talent, and that carried over into
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adulthood.
He dated quite a few girls in the first couple years of high
school and began to develop a reputation as a “playa.” But, that
all changed when he got to know Jill. It didn’t take long before
he knew that was it for him. He fell in love fast and hard with this
beautiful girl who had a quick wit, big brain, and fun-loving
personality. He decided quickly that she was the only girl he ever
wanted to be with again. He was thrilled to marry her during
college and, quite frankly, he was just as thrilled when she told
him she was pregnant. He wanted to be the guy taking care of his
family. He viewed that as his job and it was one he was happy to
take on. He told everyone that his family meant the world to him
and he truly believed it.
When he finished college, he combined his experience
working in a camping supply store with his business degree and
opened his own sporting goods store. It turned into a successful
business with four locations and potentially a fifth one
approximately a year away. This meant a lot of hours and a lot of
trips out of town for conferences and meetings with suppliers.
As a result, he missed too many birthdays and anniversaries,
which he ultimately realized wasn’t going unnoticed. He also
knew that this was something he and Jill had agreed would never
happen before Tatum was born and it broke his heart to go back
on his word but he truly didn’t know how to avoid it and still
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keep the business running smoothly.
Grant did take notice of the fact that Jill was understanding
about his absence when it had first started to happen. After all,
she wanted him to be successful. Not just because she wanted the
income that came with it but, she truly wanted it for him. She
believed in him and his tenacious ways and felt like he deserved
the success because he had earned it.
Once the absence had become a regular occurrence, Grant
assumed, Jill most likely felt that it was too late to say anything at
all. As the business grew, Grant’s absence snowballed. And, it
was something they had never spoken about. Grant felt guilt, and
he assumed, Jill felt animosity.
When Jill decided to go back to work, Grant felt betrayed.
He convinced himself that she was taking over part of his job and
forcing him to take on part of hers. They weren’t having financial
troubles so it just didn’t make any sense to him. He couldn’t
understand how she could do this to him without even asking
how he felt about it. They started to fight a lot. Antagonism and
sullenness began to replace love in their relationship.
She was very good at her job in the same way that he was
good at what he did. Even though he could see that, he wouldn’t
admit it to her. After all, she had also been very good at being a
wife and mother and he didn’t understand why that wasn’t
enough for her. He also couldn’t understand why Jill was willing
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to do this to the family that they had created together. In his
mind, she was clearly wrong and his anger was absolutely just.
Grant “The Brick” Snyder found himself where he often did
at this time of night during the week – sitting in his car, parked
in the driveway. He loved his kids but his frustrations with Jill
had made it difficult to come home. Nights were typically spent
either, apart in silence or, up close and personal, screaming in
each other’s faces. Tonight, he would experience a little bit of
both.
Deep down inside his soul, Grant knew that he still loved his
wife. He certainly loved who she used to be. And, he privately
hoped that person was still in there somewhere. He just found it
increasingly difficult to imagine because he felt he hadn’t seen her
in a long time. He missed her terribly and, the blame, he felt, was
rightly placed on this new person who had replaced the woman
he married.
What Grant failed to realize was that everyone goes through
changes. He had changed some over the years, too. But, the basic
make-up of who a person is usually stays the same. They can’t
change how their body, mind and soul were created. Nor can they
change where they come from. People can mask those things
either on purpose or without even trying, but they can never hide
them completely.
The things that do in fact change from time to time can be
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either bad or good. People can become addicted to things that
take over their lives and destroy them, or they can conquer those
same addictions. People can become lazy or careless and waste
their lives, or they can find purpose and become more productive
and make a positive difference in the world at large or in their
small community. People can grow selfish or rancorous. They can
grow more loving and kind. People can become hostile and
unforgiving. They can also become sympathetic and offer grace.
In short, some things are impossible to change. The things
that are changeable can be either destructive or constructive.
While Jill may have thought she was making a positive change in
her life, the way in which she went about it created a negative
environment for the people she truly did care about most and the
vicious cycle had finally spun out of control. Instead of looking
at it from her point of view and trying to understand what it was
that caused the inner void she was trying to fill, Grant couldn’t
see past his feeling of betrayal and he had finally reached his
breaking point. Sadly, everyone in the Snyder household had
reached that point.
Home is meant to be a sanctuary: a place of solace, peace,
and most of all, love. For Grant, home had become a dreaded
place of provocation, turmoil, and most of all, resentment. He
imagined the entire family probably felt much the same way he
did. But, that didn’t offer any comfort. It only made him angrier.
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After waiting for as long as he felt he could, he knew it was
his duty to head on inside and endure another round. So, he
finally mustered up the courage to climb out of the car and start
toward the house to do just that.
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PART TWO
The Disappearance

CHAPTER SEVEN
Divided We Fall
Family time had essentially ceased to exist in the Snyder
household and this night was no exception. It was a typical
Tuesday night in early November, a night which painted a perfect
picture of how truly absent any trace of unity had become.
A traditional family dinner, usually prepared by one or both
parents, often the mom, is typically shared around a table without
the distraction of any electronic devices. Instead, these are
replaced with live conversation between family members with
topics bouncing from subject to subject. It might start with
“What did you do today?” and spread to some variation of sports,
school, work, the possible existence of life on other planets, or
even the latest adventures of SpongeBob Squarepants. But,
family dinners at the Snyder house were far from traditional.
Tonight, Tatum had ordered dinner from Happy Feast, a
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local Chinese restaurant she had called at least a half dozen times
in the past. They were delivering Chicken Chow Mein, Vegetable
Fried Rice, Kung Pao San Yan, and Cream Cheese Crab Fried
Wontons.
When Happy Feast’s deliveryman rang the doorbell, not
surprisingly, Tatum was the one who answered. “Hi,” she greeted
him warmly.
“Hello,” the short and squatty deliveryman with a head full
of white hair replied while letting loose a smile that would spray
sunshine into the darkest of places. “I just need a signature.”
“One second,” Tatum responded as she grabbed the food
and the receipt from the man and spun around toward the
kitchen having absorbed a bit of the deliveryman’s cheerfulness.
“Mom!” she yelled toward Jill’s home office. “You need to sign
the guy’s receipt!”
Jill popped out of her methodically organized home office
while continuing a conversation, through her cell phone’s
Bluetooth earpiece, in which she was attempting to politely
convince a seller that he had overpriced his house. She appeared
just long enough to grab the receipt from Tatum’s hand, sign the
restaurant copy, hand it off to the deliveryman, and close the
door before promptly returning to work without saying a word
to anyone other than the person on the phone. Unlike Tatum,
she had missed an opportunity to make a brief connection with a
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friendly man who would have added a bit of joy to her evening
by simply being his happy-go-lucky self.
Tatum sighed as she looked over the top of the bag of food
she had set on the counter and watched her mom return to her
office. It was a reminder of everything wrong in the Snyder
household but she didn’t know what she could do to fix any of
it. So, having allowed her mother to quickly but unwittingly zap
her own bit of newfound happiness, she swallowed her
disappointment and began to unload the white take-out boxes
with the red dragons on the front.
The food looked and smelled delicious. Interestingly enough,
it was being shared “family style” but, certainly not with any sense
of togetherness. She filled two plates with food, one for herself
and one for Kinsey. She chose nearly equal portions but gave
Kinsey a little extra fried rice because she knew he liked it better
than the Kung Pao San Yan.
Tatum took the plates upstairs and knocked on Kinsey’s
bedroom door as Grant went into the kitchen to prepare a plate
for himself. Kinsey’s room was very neatly organized, a lot like
his mother’s home office. They likely shared this trait because
they both spent as much time in their own spaces as they could.
“Dinner,” Tatum said through the door.
“Come in,” Kinsey responded as he set his geography
textbook down. “Thanks,” he added as the door opened and he
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stood up to take the plate. “What’d we get?” After a brief
inspection, “Oh, Happy Feast. Looks good.”
“Doing your homework?” Tatum asked.
“Yep,” Kinsey replied. “States and capitals. You?”
“Yeah,” Tatum sighed in preparation to add a hint of
sarcasm. “I’m doing grammar. Awesome. Enjoy your dinner. I’ll
be in to quiz you in about an hour or so, okay?”
“Thanks,” Kinsey said after they nodded in agreement and
before watching his sister leave. He returned to his spot, sat back
down in front of his book, and dug into his food.
Tatum took her plate to her messy room and was about to
try and clear a space on the desk where she could set her dinner.
After a bit of head-swiveling inspection, she ultimately decided
to set her plate on a closed Washington State History textbook
because there just wasn’t enough desk space for everything and
she didn’t want to take the time to clean and organize while
risking her food getting cold. Even though they enjoyed each
other, she and her brother did their homework and ate their
dinners separately at opposite ends of the hallway in their own,
very dissimilar rooms.
Downstairs, Grant had loaded up his plate and grabbed a
second beer from the refrigerator before walking to the family
room to plop down on the couch and watch the season opening
University of Washington Huskies basketball game against St.
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Martin’s. The irony of spending most of his evenings alone in a
room named for family involvement was not lost on him.
Tonight, when he first got home, he had a brief conversation with
Tatum about what to expect for dinner sprinkled with a couple
of pleasantries about the day they had each had. Otherwise, he
hadn’t seen or talked to anyone else in the family the entire night.
And, now, he was eating his family style dinner in the family room alone and, except for the television, in complete silence. Little did
he realize that, that was about to drastically change.
On the opposite side of the house, Jill continued working in
her office for another half hour. She had emails to answer from
sellers, potential buyers and the higher ups at the main office. She
also had fliers to organize and send to the printer for houses that
had been on the market for a while and were either running out
of existing fliers or had been forced to slash their asking prices.
In addition, she had just received two new listings, which of
course, would also require fliers. The latter would take the most
time since she had to organize pictures and write text to plug into
one of her templates.
Finally, she reached a good stopping point and headed into
the kitchen to fill her plate. She took what was left of the barely
warm Chinese food, zapped it in the microwave for about a
minute and a half, and marched it back to her office to continue
working. It wasn’t much of a break but it was all she felt she could
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allow herself.
This had become the standard routine around the Snyder
household. So, there they were, eating their dinners separately in
the four corners of the house. Not one of them had any idea how
much they would eventually regret these wasted nights.
Unbeknownst to them, the catalyst for that regret was quickly
getting closer. The separation they now voluntarily chose for
themselves would soon be amplified and forced upon them with
an intensity that they could not begin to imagine.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
Billowing
Jill left her office and hustled toward the kitchen. She was
carrying her dirty plate and silverware, which now contained only
the saucy remnants of dinner, and an empty water glass that she
was planning to refill. She entered the kitchen and placed the dirty
dishes in the nearly full sink. When she turned to approach the
refrigerator, she noticed that the refrigerator door was just barely
open and she knew exactly who was at fault because this was a
repeated infraction. The compounded frustrations from all of the
previous events, coupled with irritations from much bigger
problems in her marriage relationship, all boiled back to the
surface and she instantly became hot-tempered. Setting her glass
down on the counter hard enough to release a hint of rage but
not hard enough to break it, her blood pressure rose quickly as
she stared at the ever so slightly ajar refrigerator door.
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“Grant!” she yelled.
Grant sat in the family room, having moved only a few times
either to get more beer or to use the restroom. The sound of his
wife’s voice was a shrill reminder that he was not in a place of
solace. He thought briefly before responding and realized that he
must not have fully closed the refrigerator door when he grabbed
his last beer. This was a long-standing pet peeve of Jill’s. If he had
to guess, he would probably estimate the argument that was
coming was approximately the 200th that had started over this
very thing. However, they both knew that the refrigerator door
had very little to do with what they were really fighting about.
Tonight, the fight would quickly evolve and the true underlying
cause of their anger would, as it eventually always does, rear its
ugly head.
“Yeah,” Grant yelled back, feigning innocence.
“You know how I knew you were home?” she asked.
“The sound of the basketball game on the TV?” Grant
suggested with no real hope of being accurate. Also knowing all
too well she didn’t have any deep concerns over what the score
of the game was, he decided to update her anyway. “Huskies are
up by eight about twelve minutes into the second half, by the
way.”
“Good for them!” she drowned in sarcasm as she shouted
back with venom in her voice before continuing to press on the
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matter she actually wanted to discuss. “I knew you were home
because of the open refrigerator door!”
“Oh,” he said as if he hadn’t already guessed that was exactly
what she was going to say. “Sorry. Must’ve hurried out of there
because of the game and forgot. Won’t happen again.”
“I’ve heard that before,” Jill barked, unable to let it go.
“Probably a thousand times.”
“I know,” Grant sincerely admitted. “I’m sorry.”
“Sure you are.”
Her persistence infuriated Grant, causing him to slam his
beer on the coffee table. “I said I was sorry!” he shouted, no
longer making any attempt to hide his feelings. “What more do
you want from me?”
“I want you to stop doing it!” she yelled back, completely
incensed.
Grant stood up, ready for battle. He stormed toward the
kitchen as he yelled, “You know what I want? I want my wife
back! The only way I knew you were home was because I saw
your car. I haven’t seen you all night.” Grant finally entered the
kitchen. “Oh, there she is. I’d practically forgotten what she
looked like. Kind of pretty if you can see past the scowl.”
~
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Upstairs, both Kinsey and Tatum had started listening to the
fight from inside their rooms. They each opened their door and
poked their head out. They looked toward the noise and slumped
to the floor in unison. Then, sensing each other, they looked
despondently toward one another.
“Game on,” Kinsey said.
“Yep,” Tatum agreed.
~
Marriage takes effort to work properly. All relationships do.
Jill and Grant were both hard working people when it came to
their jobs but neither of them had put any real effort into their
marriage in a long time.
If you think of a relationship like a bank account, Jill and
Grant made a lot of deposits and few withdrawals in the
beginning because they were in love. As time went on, however,
the deposits slowed down and the withdrawals remained steady.
Unfortunately, this is a common pattern in many relationships.
When Jill went back to work and Grant became bitter about
it, the deposits from both of them stopped completely but the
withdrawals never did. In fact, lately, the withdrawals had
increased exponentially. As a result, the account was essentially
empty. This was the night it would finally be overdrawn.
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“Don’t you make this about something it’s not,” Jill shouted.
“You always do that. You always try to turn the tables. I didn’t
leave the refrigerator door open. You did!”
“Does that make what I said any less true?” Grant countered.
Waiting for a response that was clearly never coming, he decided
to ask again. “Well… Does it?”
“You’re avoiding your fault in this,” Jill demanded.
“Fault in what?” Grant asked. “The refrigerator? I already
said I was sorry. I did it. I admitted to it. I apologized. Twice,
actually. I even said I wouldn’t do it again. How is that avoiding
my fault in the situation? It’s not, is it? The only person here
avoiding anything is you. You’re avoiding the whole family!”
“And you’re not?” Jill asked. “What do you call eating dinner
and drinking beer alone in front of the TV every night?”
“Relaxing,” Grant fired back. “Anyone who wants to join me
is more than welcome. What do you call hiding out in your office
with the door closed? An invitation?”
“I have work to do.”
“Whatever helps you sleep at night,” Grant said, sarcastically.
“Isn’t that what the beer’s for?”
“God knows I need something to knock me out in the
middle of all your snoring.”
“I don’t snore,” Jill shielded.
“The heck you don’t, Chewbacca,” Grant sneered. “Just go
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hole up in your sanctuary already.”
“Where else would I want to be?”
“Obviously not here.”
“You’ve got that right,” Jill blasted back.
“What do you know?” Grant observed. “We actually agree
on something. I can’t remember the last time that happened. Can
you?”
“Why don’t you just get it over with?” Jill scorned. “Divorce
me already!”
~
Tatum and Kinsey shared a look of complete dismay that
nearly stated Here it is without using any words. Their worst fears
seemed to be on the verge of coming true. However, at that
instant, neither of them could possibly know just how long it
would be before they would be able to look each other directly in
the eyes again.
~
After a brief moment of silence, in which Grant’s heart
hardened nearly beyond repair, he responded, “You’ve got it.”
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~
And, there it was.
For Tatum, it was as though someone had poured liquid lead
into her heart. The weight of sorrow is incalculable but, if it could
be measured, it might be the heaviest substance on earth.
Kinsey, on the other hand, had been bottling his sorrow for
far too long. He couldn’t contain it any longer. His emotional
bubble had irreversibly burst and the moment for him to explode
had finally arrived.
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CHAPTER NINE
The First to Go
Without any kind of warning, physical or verbal, Kinsey leapt
to his feet and started sprinting. As years worth of pent-up
tension and anxiety were unleashed in an outpouring of turbulent
rage, he bolted from his bedroom doorway and sprinted down
the hall, took a hard left at the staircase, and bounded down the
flight of stairs, quickly reaching the front door. He forcefully
swung the door open and continued his hasty escape. The
emotive time bomb within Kinsey Snyder had officially been
detonated.
Tatum watched, shocked and unsure of how, or even if, she
should respond. It appeared that, for the first time in her recent
memory, Kinsey was doing something with great focus and
purpose. But, what was it and why? It was clearly connected to
the fight between their parents, but that is where the clarity
ended. Already in a heightened emotional state herself, also quite
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clearly because of the raging fight going on downstairs and the
“D” word being added to the mix, Tatum felt an expansion of
negative feelings rising inside of her. It was as though her
emotional immune system had finally been cracked open and
Kinsey’s flare-up was extremely contagious. The whole Snyder
family was being infected and they didn’t even realize it.
With Kinsey already outside, Tatum began silently trembling,
as if there really was no reaction that could properly demonstrate
the severity of what was happening all around her, until she finally
and simply muttered, “Kinsey?”
She got to her feet and walked, slowly at first but with steadily
increasing speed, and started wandering down the stairs and
toward the doorway. Tatum was no longer paying attention to
the fight between her parents. The fact that the intensity of their
screaming had actually increased didn’t even register with her
because Kinsey’s perplexing reaction had captured her total
concentration and undivided attention.
When she reached the open door, she saw Kinsey still
sprinting away from the house as fast as he could and heading
directly toward the forest on the other side of the cul-de-sac. It
sounded as though he was yelling something but she couldn’t
make it out no matter how hard she tried. Perhaps it wasn’t
actually words but more of an anguished groan from the depths
of his soul.
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“Kinsey,” she said again but only a little louder than before.
Without another word, she suddenly started to chase after
him. “Kinsey,” she was ultimately able to shout, but not until she
reached the edge of their yard and just before she bounded over
the sidewalk and into the street. “Kinsey!”
Tatum was older but, even if she hadn’t been, she was born
a better athlete than Kinsey. She probably inherited it from her
father. He had played a lot of different sports when he was
growing up and, from what she had been told, he was pretty good
at them. Of course, her mom had to be rather athletic to be a
cheerleader in high school, too. Perhaps she got some of it from
either side. Wherever it came from, she inherited more of it than
Kinsey did and her speed enabled her to progressively gain on
her brother. As she got closer to him, she could hear his
screaming getting louder. Actual words were becoming clearer
now.
“No more,” he was repeatedly shouting. “No more!”
It didn’t dawn on her until later, but this might have been the
first time in years that she had heard her brother shout anything.
He was a quiet kid of few words, and often even lethargic in both
demeanor and speech. He even turned into a bit of a mumbler in
certain settings. It mostly happened in a group of strangers or in
a group that was too large for his comfort level. In those
situations, he found it difficult to contain his nervousness.
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No more what? Tatum wondered as she ran as hard as her body
could carry her. He could have meant no more fighting. He could
have meant no more neglect. He could have simply and generally
meant no more of the pressure that had been pushing in on him
from his exterior circumstances over the last several years. Maybe
the poor kid was fed up with his entire life. Whatever it is, she
thought, he has clearly taken more of it than he can handle.
This was also likely the first time Tatum had seen Kinsey
exert this much energy. His lethargy wasn’t laziness, it was a
physical manifestation of both his unhappiness and feeling of
helplessness to do anything about it. This had made him shy and
somber, unwilling to participate or speak up about anything.
This complete shift in character was sudden and alarming. It
was as though a dormant volcano had finally erupted and the
built-up energy was scattering itself all over everything in sight. It
was shocking, exciting, and terrifying all at the same time.
Tatum didn’t know what to do, other than to chase him
down and comfort him. She continued running after him, proud
to see him finally letting his emotions out and, hoping desperately
that she would catch him soon so she could hold him and
promise again that nothing would ever keep them apart. Had
Tatum taken the time to think back on her relationship with her
brother, she wouldn’t have been able to conjure up a single
memory in which she had broken a promise to him. And, if she
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had to pick from all of the promises that she had made to Kinsey
over the years, this would have been the most important.
There was no one in the world that she loved more than her
little brother and she had felt that way since the day her parents
gave her the good news that she was about five or six months
away from becoming a big sister. Tatum never experienced the
jealous feelings that many older siblings do. In fact, the months
that followed her parents’ announcement were excruciating with
anticipation. It was like waiting for Christmas when you know
what you’re getting and it’s the gift you want more than anything
in the world. The day she met Kinsey in the hospital was just like
Christmas morning. She immediately loved her little brother just
as much as anyone possibly could.
Unlike a child’s love affair with most individual Christmas
presents, little had changed in her feelings for that gift over the
nine years that followed. As they got older, the dynamic of their
relationship changed some but, not the love or protective instinct
that she had felt that first day. She would still do anything in her
power to protect him from the horrors of the world around him,
including the awful pain and dreadfulness that comes with a
broken family relationship. She wasn’t able to heal things
between her parents who, in her opinion, seemed far more
determined to punish than to love each other. But comforting
Kinsey was something she could do. And, as she continued to
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gain on him, she had every intention of catching up and doing
exactly that.
She was just about to call his name one more time when she
felt a strange energy field suddenly build in front of her like a
strong head wind. It momentarily slowed her run to less than half
speed. Then, swiftly and unexplainably, right before her eyes,
Kinsey abruptly vanished into thin air.
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